Orville Wright

7:30 PM, May 15, 2007, Room 116, Totino Fine Arts Center, Northwestern College

Thursday, December 17, 1903 Wilbur and Orville Wright flew into the record books with the first self-powered, heavier then air craft with a man on board. Orville flew the Wright Flyer a distance of 120 feet in 12 seconds and on the same day Wilbur flew about 852 feet in 59 seconds.

The Wright brothers used intelligence, experience, and ingenuity to design their aircraft. In the process they had to invent the wind tunnel and calculate propeller pitch. From studying God’s creation in the form of bird flight, they were helped to develop their own creation - an airplane. If we marvel at how great their achievement was, how much more should we give glory to the Creator who designed flight in the first place.

John Nuckols has helped us understand scientists of the past with his portrayals. He will again show us a man of godly character who made a huge difference in our world but gave God the credit. You will be enlightened as you enjoy this program that will be helpful for young and old alike. Bring the whole family to this one, you won’t be sorry. Home school families know John as a science teacher of exceptional talent and knowledge. You can find more about John and his teaching at www.ecreationscience.com. All meetings are free and open to the public.

Have you considered...

… the leaves of spring? These green machines run on air, water, sunlight, and a few minerals. These miniature solar panels are involved in an incredible process called photosynthesis. Sunlight falls on the green cells in the leaf, which causes chemical changes to take place like the splitting of the molecules of water into oxygen and hydrogen. The oxygen is released into the air we breathe, while the hydrogen is used to make sugars as it combines with carbon dioxide from the air. This process involves more than 70 separate chemical reactions. Photosynthesis is so complicated that scientists have been unable to duplicate this in the lab, yet it is done automatically in a leaf. If evolution was true, how did this come about? What would be the step before photosynthesis in a plant’s life? A plant needed photosynthesis from the beginning and our Master Designer engineered this incredible 70 step process. So, as the leaves flutter in the sunlight this summer...

…stop and consider God’s wonders. Job 37:14

Time is running out!

May 15 is the deadline for our annual Writing Contest. It is open to any student through grade 12. Information at www.tccsa.tc.

Writing Contest 2

The Trinity Foundation’s Third Annual Christian Worldview Essay Contest is underway. The Prizes are big: $3,000 for First Place; $2,000 for Second Place; and $1,000 for Third. Entrants, who must be between the ages of 17 and 23, should read Dr. Gordon Clark’s book, A Christian Philosophy of Education, and write an essay about it. The essays are due September 1, 2007. Full Contest rules are available at www.trinityfoundation.org/2006EssayContest.php

The Trinity Foundation
Post Office Box 68, Unicoi, Tennessee 37692
Phone: 423.743.0199 Fax: 423.743.2005
An Old Friend Is Coming Back

In May 1991 the TCCSA Creation Lending Library was started so this month we announce that the Mail-Order part of the Creation library is preparing to re-open. The new Mail-order library will be able to mail 2 DVDs first class, for the cost of a stamp. This will make borrowing from the library easier, faster and cheaper than video tapes shipped by the slower Library Rate postage. We have permission from Answers In Genesis to put all our AIG videos onto DVDs and even make multiple circulating copies. An AIG person has dubbed it “Creation Net-Flicks.”

We are currently lacking about 50 of the newer AIG DVDs, so our contact there will give us his substantial employee discount for new programs.

The Creation Library requests prayer, volunteer labor, financial contributions and contact persons for other Creation Ministries. We will ask for permission from other ministries to record their videos on DVD and to make multiple circulating copies. If you know someone who works in another ministry please contact me. Our AIG contact used to live in our area and used the library himself, so he didn't hesitate to speak in our favor to AIG.

Financial contributions will be used to purchase blank DVDs and mailing supplies, and contributions above set-up costs will be used to purchase new DVDs.

Make checks out to “Grace Church Roseville – CRC” and mail them to:
Grace Church Roseville Attn. CRC
1310 W. County Rd. B2
Roseville, MN 55113

We need help recording our videos onto DVD’s if you have a recorder to make the initial DVDs. If you have a “LightScribe” labeler on your computer we can use you for that. We need people to help with the ongoing processing and filling mail-order requests once the library is up and running.

To volunteer, contact Jeannene Forshee at (651) 633-1156 before 9 pm or email jcforeshee[at]usfamily.net.